AGENDA

Park, Arts and Culture Committee Meeting
Thursday, January 9, 2014
7:00-8:30 PM
Contois Auditorium, City Hall

1) Approval of agenda & draft minutes (TEUC) from 12/11/13 (5 min)
2) Public Forum (10 min)
3) WAN Update (Shapiro) (10 min)
4) PIAP Update (Wildfire) (10 min)
5) Tentative: Memorial Auditorium Discussion (Pine) (10 min)
6) Parks Standard Lighting (Bridges/Francis) (10 min)
7) Parks Project Update (Bridges/Francis) (10 min)
8) Other items (5 min)
9) Confirmation of next meeting date (5 min)
10) Adjournment
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